## 2019 Stickell Honors Interns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intern Name</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Bailey Tinsley       | “I believe that [Bailey] is one of the smartest [in his class] and an excellent collaborator who cares about the betterment of his colleagues.” - Jun Heo  
Louisiana State University |
| Brianna Eccleston    | “[Brianna] brings a high level of enthusiasm and great passion. Her understanding of contemporary culture coupled with her marketing acumen makes her a unique talent.” - Marcus Collins  
University of Michigan |
| Cassidy Najarian     | “Cassidy is a fastidious planner and asks thoughtful questions. She is a clear, concise writer with good ideas and a sharp eye for a good story.” - Lauren Smart  
Southern Methodist University |
| Emma Freeman         | “Ms. Freeman is a respectful, friendly, and outgoing young woman who takes her responsibilities seriously and provides the highest quality of work possible.” - Catherine Hessick  
James Madison University |
| Haley Watt           | “Haley is a mature, creative and highly motivated young woman. She is the creative force, the task manager, and the production department rolled into one person.” - Geraldo Matos  
Roger Williams University |
| Jack Landess         | “I’ve waited an entire year to nominate Jack Landess for the prestigious Betty Lee and Vance Stickell Internship. Jack is that good.” - Bonnie Drewniany  
University of South Carolina |
| Jillian Beitter      | “I see in Jill many of the inquisitive traits, collaborative teamwork and communication proficiencies I always saw in our successful young, entry-level account management people.” - Ken Yednock  
Pennsylvania State University |
| Kylene McKinney      | “[Kylene] is eager, enthusiastic, motivated and has a professionalism about her that goes beyond her years. She is one of the top presenters, writers and natural leaders in our program.” - Lisa Dobias  
University of Texas at Austin |
| Lauren Dempsey       | “Lauren demonstrates the leadership ability, maturity, enthusiasm, and passion for success in the business.” - Ken Yednock  
Pennsylvania State University |
| Marshall Ward        | “Marshall is a remarkable leader in our advertising program at BYU; a real standout, and was highly recommended by several faculty and staff members.” - Kevin Kelly  
Brigham Young University |
| Nicole Peter         | “Nicole is a highly responsible, self-motivated student who truly welcomes a challenge. She is respectful, professional, and a true pleasure to have in class.” - Scott Hamula  
Ithaca College |
| Nikki Mantis         | “Nikki has the innate ability to find out what works for any situation. She absolutely connects business, technology and data with creativity.” - Steve Hall  
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign |
| Noah McGill          | “Noah’s strong creative background and keen analytical skills will make him an extraordinary account planner one day.” - Bonnie Drewniany  
University of South Carolina |
| Rachel Cutsumpas     | “[Rachel] exhibits an affirmative, proactive approach to her duties and does what it takes to overcome obstacles and achieve positive results.” - Scott Hamula  
Ithaca College |

For more information, please contact the program coordinator:  
John Murphy  
(jhmurphy@austin.utexas.edu)